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Science. ALMA science synergy was an element in many recommendations of the AS2010 report.
CCAT was identified as an important element for guiding ALMA to lucrative targets in the submillimeter
sky, for instance. Although there was little mention of LMT in the report, that telescope is undergoing
holography and surface setting; astronomical observations should begin in December, allowing it to fill
the role of target finder in the period until CCAT can be built. There was some confusion on the part of
the committee with regard to ALMA, with one table completely omitting the Atacama Compact Array
from its listing of antennas and collecting area.

Technical. The primary ALMA request from the survey was support for ALMA development
funding. Technical development opportunities include: additional receiver bands (HEMT technology at
millimeter wavelengths and breakthrough SIS junction materials for mixers at Terahertz frequencies);
VLBI, as an element in a proposed Event Horizon Telescope; and high data rate imaging.

A2010 Recommendation.The RMS report stated: ALMA will be the worlds premiere facility
for high-resolution imaging at millimeter/submillimeter wavelengths. It is essential that a program of
upgrades be supported to maintain its vitality. While the upgrades will be determined by agreement of
the international consortium, there are some obvious examples. Some receiver bands are not included in
the first light complement; adding these is important for obtaining complete wavelength coverage within
atmospheric windows, which is especially needed for line studies of galaxies over the full range of redshifts.
Adding capability to join the mm-wave VLBI network would greatly enhance the sensitivity for ultra-high
resolution millimeter/submillimeter studies (Table 9.1). The consortium plans a program costing $90
million over a decade, of which $30 million would come from the North American partners. The panel
fully supports this plan. (p 9-32). Support for ALMA development was also highlighted in the main
report (Table B-1).

NRAO role. NRAO will issue a call for proposals for studies of development projects within the
ALMA/NA community (US, Canada and Taiwan) within the 2010 October-November timeframe. These
studies will be reviewed in the community and discussed in a general meeting held in conjunction with
the ALMA workshop in Victoria. A selection committee will select successful proposals for studies. For
US-based studies, some funding is expected to be available.


